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Gaudiani Clarifies Five-Year
Plan for College Community
by Usa M. Allegretto
The College Yoke

On Monday, September 19,
Claire Gaudiani, president of
Connecticut College, presented the
first draft of the college's strategic
five-year plan to the college
community.
According to Gaudiani, she
wanted to begin work on the plan
immediately so as to utilize this
year rather than wasting it She
congratulated
the
college
community for the "enormous"
amount of work that they have done
on the plan so far.
"Our planning is in support of our
mission, it's not trying to become
something we haven't been," said
Gaudiani.
Gaudiani cited three goals of the
five year plan: to define the
college's
strengths
and
weaknesses, to respond to national
agendas, and to look inside to create
a powerful college community.
The president recalled that she
presented the idea of a five-year
plan to the Academ ic and
Administrative Cabinets and the
Projects, Planning and Budget
Committee (pPBC) individually so
as to have fresh input. Then each of
the three proposed plans were
merged to create the most effective
and efficient document.

"This plan is a nice balance
between
collegiality
and
decisiveness," said Gaudiani. She
also stressed that the plan must be
flexible so that it "remains a
document that we can all live with".
The actual drafting of the final
document will be done by four
thematic
teams
and eight
operational
teams. The four
thematic reams include: Diversity
in
American
Life.
Industrialization: The U.S. in a
Global Society, Ethical Choices in
a modem World, and Arts •. ~
Humanities, Sciences, and Social ~ ~.
Sciences: The Ideal Balance in ~
Liberal Arts Education and the
Role of Technnlogy.
~
The eight operational teams';;

8

cover

the following

areas: ~

Academic Mission, Student Life .!!
and Development, Faculty and""
Staff Development,
Financial
Students working on Inrected Macintosh terminals

~~~~~~~~~!!~~~~~~~~~~!!!!I!!!!!!II!I

Resources, Health and Common
Welfare, Facilities/Modernization,
Enrolhnent Design and External
Relations.
Each ream will consist of a
chairman, six faculty or staff
members. and three students. The

exception to this is the Academic
Mission ream which will be larger

because it is a larger issue.
Gaudiani did not, however, specify
how many would be on the team.
On September 20, applications
See Plan p.4

Student-Trustee Liasion Committee
Meeting: Goals Laid Down for '88-89
by Michael Borowski
The College Voice

On Friday, September 23, this
year's Student-Trustee
Liaison
Committee meeting was held in the
Old Cro Bar. The meeting was
attended by Student Government
Association
(SGA) Executive
Board members, Club Members,
Young Alumni Trustees, and
Trustees.
After introductions, the three
Young Alumni Trustees, Paul
Hyde, Ed Castell, and David
Benjack, chair of the StudentTrustee
Liasion
Committee.
announced the Committee's goals
for the 1988-89 school year.
Benjack
spelled
out
the
Committee's goal as "offering
ourselves [Young Student Alumni]
as resources and good listeners.

.. ------

Communication is very important
to the welfare of the stndent body."
Benjack also noted that "seeing a
plan for Cro [Crozier Williams
Student Center] in concrete" was a
definite goal for the year.
When Trustee Dick Schneller
asked for suggestions on how to
"improve communication between
student groups and trustees," Sam
Bottum,
president
of SGA,
explained that the Committee must
"raise awareness
that this
committee exists."
The SGA Executive Board
next announced their goals and
projects for the 1988-89 school
year. Bottum announced 9 areas of
concentration
that the SGA
Assembly must focus on. These
included Club Support, worlring
with Connecticut College's new
See L ......
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by A.lexandra SUets
The College Voice

Macintosh computer systems all
over the Connecticut College campus have been infected by an invisible "virus". A "virus" is an extra
piece of programming that attaches
itself to programs so that files are
not readable and then regenerates
itself onto other programs.
Viruses have spread all over the
country due to their easy transmission, according to Tom Mokofske,
director of academic computing. A
student will take an infected pro-

gram disk into lhecomj>Uterlab and
the machine will "catch" the virus.
"Students will take a clean disk
in to the lab, get it infected, then
take it back to their machine and
infect [their machine],"
said
Makofske. "It really works like an
extremely contagious virus."
The
virus
on
campus,
"SCORES", will attach itself only
to system and application or program software. Data files cannot
transmit the virus, but the virus can
make data files disappear, according to Makofske.
Experts have hypothesized that

SCORES was written maliciously
by a disgruntled Apple employee,
according to the September 26 issue of Time magazine.
The New York Times recently
reported that Donald Gene Burleson, a resident of Fort Worth,
Texas, was convicted of 'harmful
access to a computer' after having
destroyed 168,000 of his former
employers' payroll records.
"We're not sure how it came to
Connecticut College," said Gregg
TeHennepe, academic computing
specialist. "Someone probably
See 'Virus' p.4

Fireside Forum at Abbey House Focuses on Toxic Waste
by Warren Cohen
Senolr Editor

On Thursday night, September
22, approximately
60 people
crowded into the Abbey House
living room to attend a fireside
forum about the hazards of toxic
waste in the New London/Groton
environment
The forum was designed to
convey information as a precursor
to the public awareness rally
plsnned for Saturday, September
23. Four community activists, Dr.
Ed McDermott, Dan Curlaod, Wall
Matthews
and
Maureen

Cavenaugh,
and Connecticut
College biology professor Dr.
William Niering were the featured
speakers.
The focus of the presentation
was to address the potential health
threats
that are caused by
industries' waste sites inthe area.
''We want to be good neighbors
with industry and have good
relations,"
said
Matthews.
"However in July 1987, Pfizer
spilled 2,000 pounds of toxic waste
into the river and didn't tell us until
January 1988. True, it was legal to
do it, but what about having the
courtesy to tell us?"

The issue of cyanide being
dumped into the river was raised as
well. Niering said:80 percent of
the material is..insoluable and inactive. The other 20 percent is a con-

cern."
McDermott added,"It was legal uuder the state D.E.P. [Department of Environmental Protection]
standard of2 parts per million. But
it is impossible to measure that
small an amount and claim its not

hazardous."
A recurring theme was the

need for more care and control over
the disposal of waste materials. The
See FOI'1Im p.4
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VIEWPOINT
OUR COMMUNITY:
WHY BOTHER?
This pastSawrday, arearesidenlS convened in Groton for an infoonademonstration to educate the public about the dangerous toxins
that Thames river companies such as Pfizer and Electric Boat are daily
pumping into the air and water. Under the direction of Citizens Against
Pollution led by Dan Curland and Wall Mathews, the protest was intended to rally the community roge!her and ideally to initiate an inves.
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tigative program to test the current combined toxin levels of the riverside companies. A1lbough !here was a veritable media blitz on this
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current .presi~tial ejection has witnessed a record nwnber of attacks. mudslinging and cheapshots by 'the
Republican nommee. Things here at Connecticut College seem to be no different.
The Young Democrats held their first meeting Monday night in Windham and we plaeed many signs up around campos
to let people know about our organization and activities. Many of these signs were defaeed or tom down but the most

Considering that the issue involved is one ofpersonal and community
health; consideringthat infonnation was disseminated on campus about
the rally; and considering !hat this school has an undergraduate enroll-

disturbing event was a childish practical joke played by most likely an equally childisb (or Quayle like) Republican. On the

students)

do~tory. our: meeting site. someone had hung signs that said the location had been changed to Hamilton (the furthest location from Windham) when it bad not.

Finally ~ word to George Hubert Walker Busb: In November the American people will foreclose the mortage on your
glass house m Kennebunkport Maine. The rocks you and your supporters throw now will strike you down in the end. While

College?
Perbaps it is an accurate reflection. Pezbaps the majority of studems
enrolled here are as disinterested as they would have the community
believe.
Last spring when a rally was held [0 protest Conn's holdings in South
Africa, hardly ten percent of the community showed up. Even ifbalf of
the campus was adamantly opposed to divestment, there would still be
800 students who might have attended; only abolltl60 appeared, if that
Last weekend's protest. wasn't even as strongly a politicized issue:
we are all in danga- of being exposed
to the toxins; we must consider
what threat this is to our health. Even as straightforward as this,
relatively few students even bothered; the problem seemato be an
attitudinal one; only about I per cent Of the student body responded.
Sometimes we students wonder why our sw:ronnding community
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doors ofWmdham

Luckily we

were able to remove

these signs to prevent

a potential

problem

but the memory

of the prank still remains.

One has to won~r why someone has to attempt to sabo~ge our meeting just because they do not agree with our candidates
or c~use. Could It he because the College Repoblicans (who did not show up at club night) have yet to hold a meeting and
that m the pas' the" only purpose has been to praise a man who cannot rememher if he traded arms to Iran and another man
who cannot remember thecor:ect month which began the war he fought in. We feel most people will remember thepast eight
years of Reagan/Bush and will want to restore competanee back in Washington.
We welcome debates and interaction with our conservative brethren but we do not appreciate the attempts of their
followers

to censor our message.

also her~

~ inform the college

We are not only here to help Messrs.

communityto important

Dukakis

issues which concern

and Bentsen

everyone.

win in November

By sabotaging

but we are

our meetings

people

i'-'''~~
t:~.

are depriving themselves and others of political education and awareness.

the pieees of your glass bou~~ ., chae,

White House

;?.j___

David Steele Ewing '89
VeksepPerescltdetnht
YeOUcngaDemmOCprualss
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Letter to the Editor:

highscboolsenior.

'0, p,~~;";,~nk

ahe!'l·"l·~.N~~._I{ars,;·ht

have my father visit me this weekend. He
has not seen this campus since I was a

._-

up as a family to "check it out" and see if
it would be the "school" for me.
for :,

~th::::

poor.

weekend'smrnout(ofatbest

30 Conn

What kind of a reflection

is this of our

~.:;r ..:=,;;

college kids' who couldlt't give a damn a!x>Ul'l"./tat goes on in the
colTl1lUUlityaround
Are we willing tothem.
change. or do most

of

LE

us even care?
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Brian T. Field
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50. WHAT'S oN
~I\O 1'Dt-llliHT?

Peter

J. Falconer

Publisher

Jackie

Alexandra
Editor-in-Chief

"""::"::::- -

Lisa

Stoddard
(Magazine)

Geoffery

.... tlllII'E....x..ecut~l.iY1l:

Whiting

Managing

Editor·in-Chief (Newspaper)

this campus is. "Oh it's so relax-

ing and ttanquil"

especially

I

global

cace pier ~V ~ ,..

~::e::::~a:::

real treat He kept remarking about how
beautiful
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Let me tell you bow happy I was to Troubles
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1600, this

meotofapproximately

Associate

Editor

Chalk
Publisher

K. Wagg
._

und

he said to me. I re-

sponded with a hearty, "Oh yes, the beautiful grounds of Connecticut
glad you won't

College.

I'm

be here tomorrow'"

Now I am not cruel and did not think
this because Ido not like my father. It is
because

I am aware of how disgusting

campus

gets every weekend.

this

I wake up on

by a
puddle of beer in front of my door, the
familiar mess of beer cans, bottles, and
empty pizza boxes in the hal~ and the
barhrooms tluu appear as if an army has
used them. When I have readied myself
for brunch, I step outside my dorm onto
the grounds of a campus that looks worse
than New York City streets. Toilet paper
hangs from the trees, broken glass bottles
litter the grounds, cigarette butts are scatSanuday

mornings

to be greeted

tered all over campus, trash. left by those
who view an athletic event,
blotches
Harkness green, and garbage cans, ripped
outof their bins, have theirrefusedurnped
over the groWld.
1be question is not "who do you think
is going topick it up?, t. but rather "why do
itin the fIrst place?" Everyone waits until
Monday when the staff comes back. I am
sure the staff dreads seeing the destruction the students have done over the
weekend; this campus is appalling to see.
Isn't it aJxmt time you were considerate
the environment,

to

the staff, and those who

enjoy the beauty of this campus?
Peter Scotcb '90

~

STUDENTS:
Exercise Your Right to Vote!
Letter to the Editor:

In a democracy, tbe most Important pUblic ornce Is lbat of citizen.
If that statement by Justice Brandeis.is true, then there are a lot of citizens
falling down on the job. Many of them areJ'OWl8 people who can't he bothered
to reglSter and vo~e. Most 18 to 25-year--old citizens fail to participate in omdemocracy when It counts--on election day.
Yo~ exercise

gymnasiums

your minds in a classroom.

and on the playing

most under-e:ltercised
All.overthis

You exercise your muscles in the

fields. I challenge

thing you have-your

you to exercise what may the

CITIZENSHIP.

land, students are talking about the presidential candidates. All
will pass up their chance to VOTE for a presidential

over .this land. students
candIdate.

Don't tell me you don't like any of the candidates.
clear-cut choices.

Life seldom offers eas
y,

Don't tell me you just have one vote. You have one voice, but you use ~ar,
don't you. ? If your opmlOllS
..
are worth voicing,

they are worth voting.

line: Voting is an act of self assertion. Don't wimp out; ASSERT
YOURSELF by exercising your right to vote. But you have to be registered
Bottom

ftrst.
R~gistration

in Cormecticut

ends on Oc:tober 18th. Check your town Clerk

or RegIStrars of Voters to fmd out when and where to register. There might well
be a registration session on your campus!

Julia H. Tashjian
Secretary or the State

Founded 1976
David Stuart (fouilder)
William F. Walter (Editor-in-Chief Emeritus)
Fernando Juan Espoel .....Asenjo (Publisher 1986-1988 & Presiden~ Fund)
Copyright 1989, The College Voice Publishing Groop. All Rights Reserved
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CONNTHOUGHT
The Presidential Campaign of 1990: Will it Shape Up or Fizzle out?
by Fnderlka BrooIItld
CONNTHOUGHT
tdltor

attacks Bush and Dukakis are engaging in. Bush attacks Dukakis for
not being patriotic, Dukakis refutes
the charge stating that Bush is anticonstitutionalist.
My favorite line as

Platitudes,
vituperative
attacks and non-issues have so far
seemed to be the distinguishing
of yet is one Bush delivered two
factor in the presidential
cam- weeks ago claiming that Dukakis
paign thus far. Bush and Dukakis
"thought a naval exercise is somehave had trouble differentiating
thing you find in aJaneFonda
workbetween those issues which are
out book." PLEASE!!
mundane and should be part of
The candidates should be chaltheir platforms, and those issues
lenging each other on crucial issues
which are trite and should be forsuch as the environment, education,
ever banished from the political
defense, foreign policy, and the
arena. Are we to determine the
deficit. These are the questions that
political views and positions of
need to be addressed as we enter the
these presidential
candidates on
1990's. Where do the candidates
such non-issues as the pledge of
stand on these issues?
Let's take the environment:
allegiance and which candidate
Bush claims that he is an environcan deliver the most vicious one
mentalist, his record states someliner? I hope not.
- what differently. Under Reagan's
Wishing
to keep
myself
administration
the Environmental
abreast of the campaign, I have
tried to sort through the multitude
Protection Agency has become increasingly less rigid in its enforceof articles on the candidates to
form some sort of basis on which
ment of certain regulations.
Auto
I can determine my vote. I am havemission standards have been reing difficulty. What sticks forelaxed and clean air and water laws
have been neglected. In order to
mostinmy mind are the ridiculous

decrease the amount of CO2 escaping into our atmosphere it is necessary to reduce the burning of fossil

fuels, such as natural giS, methanol
and ethanol. He also proposes to
tackle the explosive growth issue.
Although proclaiming
to be a
strong proponent of environmental
protection
Dukakis doesn't have

issue can be put off no longer. The
cost of preventative
further de-

suuction could run into the billions
the complex issue of solving
fuels.thus oil consumption must be
the dilemma will by no means be
curbed. It does not seem likely that
easy . Yet the candiate who musters
Bush will put a leash on the oil
the most support for Ibis cause and
much
to
claim
for
fame.
As
Goverindustry or the nation's consumpwho is able to convey its import to
nor
of
Massachusetts
he
has
inadetive habits. In fact. Bush is explorpopulous will be seen as the
quately
funded
some
of
his
enviing new growth in the area by encandiate
who has a substantial
ronmental programs, in times of
dorsing the exploration of the Arccontribution
to make to our future.
conflict he tends to side wilh busitic National Wildlife Range. HowOur
next
President will lead us
ness, and he has not always proved
ever, Bush does support the nuclear
into
a
new
decade,
a decade which
to be resourceful or adept at selectoption which is fundamental if we
will
require
a
re-evaluation
of our
are to decrease the use of coal and ing qualified people to appointed
present direction. Let us hope we
positions.
The
Boston
Harbor,
nooil.
hear more substantive platforms
torious for its dirty condition, has
What are his proposals? Bush
from the candidates,
statements
long
needed
attention.
Why
did
claims that he wants to tackle lhe
that
contain
information
that will
Dukakis wait so long to commence
issue of acid rain by promoting an
help
us
formulate
an
edueatedopinits clean up? Another issue which
increase in lhe use of nuclear enion on which we may base our vote.
could stand in his way is his narrow
ergy. He wants to halt ocean dumpItshould not be necessary to have to
view on nuclear power. He is an
ing by 1991 and strengthen the
delve through alilhe stories reportantagonist
of nuclear power in
superfund programs to clean up
ing the bpring and worlhless trivigeneral and has strongly opposed
toxic waste. He is also planning to
alities of the campaign in order to
the Seabrook Plant in New Hampcall for a worldwide conference on
find something of import. Will we
shire.
the environment
to be beld at the
hear more platitudes?
be bomThe
next
president
will
play
a
WhiteHouse.
Very good Mr. Bush,
barded with more non-issues? or
crucial
role
in
determining
the
what about Mr. Dukakis.
can we get on with what is imporcondition
of our environment.
Dukakis
pledges
a national
Time is an enormous factor, this
policy which emphasizes cleaner
tant?

and

me

ELECTION '88: Political Forum
REPUBLICANS:

When

George

Bush

takes his seatbehind the desk in theOval Office

on January 20, 1988, one of the most difficult
tasks before him will be the continuance of the
longest period of peacetime expansion this
country has enjoyed since World War II.
However, the treatment of our national debt is
one area where he must differ from Ronald
Reagan. He understands that this is the "single
most important issue facing the next administration."
It cannot
be contested
that Michael
Dukakis understands the magnitude of this
problem; as a Chief Executive he grasps theimportance of fiscal responsibilty.
However, the
means of reducing the debt and planning forour
economic future provide clear differences between the two candidates.
George Bush's basic plan for deficit reduction and continued prosperity is comprised of
the following principals: "(I) a freeze on Government spending, (2) giving the President the
line-item veto, (3) no increase in taxes." A combination of the first two points will provide an
effective curtailment of Congressional
spending. The freeze will put a ceiling on current
levels of expenditure save the area of Social
Security and Education. The line-item veto, a
luxury enjoyed by Dukakis as Governor of
Massachusetts
(as more than two-thirds of all
governors do), will allow President Bush to
veto specific portions of appropriation
bills,
and decrease several current spending levels.
(This veto will be subject to Congressional

overide.)
The third principal Bush espouses is hisopposition to tax increase. He understands that in
order to create more Government revenue the
tax payers must pay more. However, he also
understands
that this end will not be best
achieved by the implementation
of tax increase; he remembers that John F. Kennedy
balanced the budget with a tax cut. The most
effective way to allow tax payers to generate
more revenue is not to make us pay a gneater
percentage, but to encourage and allow more
taxable income to be earned.
Herein lies Bush's basic outlook
economy and how best to govern

for the
it The

founder of a successful small business,
Zapata Pelroleum, be pen;onaIly understands the plight of the small business.
Vice President Bush recently told an audience, "you can't lift the wage earner by
pulling down the wage payer." In order to
expand the work force and increase the
total income of the country, more and better jobs must be created. To achieve this
employers must be capable not only of increasing the number of workers but also
their wage paying capabilities. Enter here

DEMOCRATS:
In the past eight
years America bas puown a big fiscal
party but unfortunately
not everyone
was invited. Now that the party is over
the United States must face huge budget
and trade deficits which will not go away
over night. Under Reagan/Bush
and
supply side economics
lhe rich have
become even richer while the poor have
slid further into poverty.
,
Reagan's plan for big spending wilh
large tax breaks was scoffed at as "vooI

more comprehensive
and more

.doo economics"

by,
Vice PresidentBushin
1980 who now wants
to continue to stick the

competitive

education planks, Bush
will focus on the increase in' productivity
and capability
of
America
to decrease
the debt. He calls for
entrepeneurship
to
carry us out oflhis deficit. not a squeeze on
every' working -man,
woman, and student as
a shortcut to a balanced
budget. That shortcut

What will the

pins
poor.

economic
policy of the
next
president
entail?

was taken in the seven- 1.-.
ties, and it lead only to a dead end.
The combination of alilhese elements
is George Bush's proposed answer to continue the progress of the Reagan Administration. He calls not for a greater percentage of our earnings, but for greater productivity, gneater earnings and thus, an increasein Govemmentrevenue.
To this end
he proposes a cut in the capital gains tax;
not an appeal to the blue chips of Wall
Street, but an end to the employer of"35 or
fewer workers." Bush correctly comprehends that an increased capability for an
investment in our future, nota mortgage on
our future, will best equip us for the
decades to come.
by Tom Huonewell
Treasurer for College Republlean,

10

America's

Between
1980
and 1988 Ronald Reagan somehow managed to spend more
money under his ad-

ministration

.1

than

George
Washington
through Jimmy Carter
combined. But this is
not so surprising due
to the fact President

Reagan has amassed the largest peace time
military buildup in history, including pouring billions into starwars defense which has
yet to take off.
America cannot afford George Bush's
buy now pay later economic policies. He
promises to balance the budget in fouryears
as President, but yet he stood by for eight
years as the current deficit doubled. Michael Dukakis has balanced seven budgets
in Massachusetts
and has a more realistic
view of what changes need to take place.
George Bush continues to lie to America
saying nothing will make him raise taxes,
while Dukakis, who does not want to raise

taxes, has kept all options open instead

of
making empty promises.
Vice President George Bush and his campaign manager, former Secretary of the Treasury James Baker, continue to avoid addressing
the important issues in the economy. They have
said how well big business has done but have
failed to deal with the average American
worker. It has not yet been a year since James
Baker's darkest hour, !he October 16th economic conference when he said that he would
let lhe dollar drop as faras it would go which
caused massive panic in the fmancial markets
and eventually led to the 508 point crash in the
srock market.
Even the bulls on Wall Street have their
doubts about Mr. Bush. Investors have recently
been questioning what an economy under Bush
would do to American business. Reagan/Bush
have also lost the partisan support of their all
appointed Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve. In August Chairman Greenspan raised
the discount rate due to concerns about inflation
despite strong election pressures from the
Republicans to hold off.
Michael Dukakis does not have an easy job
ahead of him in dealing wilh America's economy. Reagan/Bush
have turned the United
States from the largest creditor nation to the
largest debtor nation. They have done this by
buying on credit without considering how to
pay for it. Messrs. Dukakis and Bentsen have
both displayed great fiscal responsibility in the
past and both want to help the people who were
not invited to Reagan/Bush's
grand old party.
Reagan wanted to have his cake and eat it too
but now America must deal with balloning
deficits and a dollar with the value of confetti.
Michael Dukakis will give the country direction and put an end to the big spending and
economic mess of the Reagan/Bush
admini-

.

stration
by David Steel. EwII11
Vice President Young Democrats

The views expressed in the CONNTHOUGHT columns are the
views of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of
the College Voice or any of its other publications·
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'Contagious' Virus Attacks
Macintosh Computers
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President Claire Gaudlanl

Draft of Five-Year Plan Explained to College

"Planning must be done in a swift architects of the future," said
mannef," said Gaudiani. She Gaudiani.
were made available to the faculty
intends 10 have the teams chosen
According to Gaudiani, the
and staff of the college. Gaudiani
and begin meetings by the week of Payoff of the entire planning
said that each volunteer must have October 10.
Process will be increased corporate,
three choices of teams ~n which
Hearings, open to the entire foundation, and individual support
they would like to serve. These college community,
will be
and an improved reputation.
applications will then go 10 the conducted by the four thematic
"In order to ask contributors for
PPBC and the Academic and
teams in December, February and financial support, we have 10 know
Administrative Cabinets who will March. Theeightoperational teams exactly whal we need, how much
make 10 10 12 recommendations to will report every six 10 eight weeks, and what for," said Gaudiani. "An
the president.
From
these
institution that cannot express itself
according to Gaudiani.
recommendations Gaudiani will
Gaudiani said she would like to like this is not a successful one, one
appoint the team members.
see "a nice integration between and that can is."
Students will volunteer through
Questions were raised at the end
among the various teams" in the
applications made available by the form of the sharing of minutes and of the meeting as 10 who would
Student Government Association
eventually implement the final
informational data.
(SGA). In the case of the students,
The PPBC's role in the planning five-year strategic plan. According
SGA will make recommendations
process is that of a consultant.
to Gaudiani the implementation
to the president and she will then According to Gaudiani, there will will be done both the PPBC and the
make appointments.
be a sub-eommittee of the PPBC Academic and Administrative
Also invol ved in the planning
that will talk to each team about cabinets. There was also concern
process are liaison members 10 each their "charges", or points that must about student work on the plan ,over
of the 12 teams. These liaison be discussed, and get the teams
the summer of 1989. Sam Botturn,
members will be chosen from
started with data and other
'89, presidentof SGA, replied, "It's
trustee volunteers, junior faculty information.
something we have 10 work on
members and alumni volunteers.
"We must envision ourselves as throughout the year."
CtmJinwulfrom

p.I

Committee Discusses Current Lack of Funds OVCS
COIIJUIIW from

p.!

-

president Claire Gaudiani, and
inter-school relations. For all of
these areas, Bottum labeled the
overall theme for SGA 10 be 10
"focus outward and not inward."
Bottum also listed eleven other key
issues for the year, including the
possibility of a meal plan and
renevating Cro.
Reports were also made by the
Executive Board members, the

minority

steering

conference

committee
and
Student's
Organized
Against
Racism
(SOAR).
The final issue of the day's
meeting was that of the current
problem concerning the Office of
Volunteer Services(OVCS). SGA

President Sam Botrum revealed
that a grant forOVCS did not come
through,
and therefore
the
organization has a "short-term
issue" to find funds to keep the
organization going.
The organization.
which
provides services for the people of
New London, such as the Great
Hunger Cleanup, the Oxfam Fast,
and a tutorial program for the
students of New London, is now
seeking $4,000 10 $6,500 10 stay
afloat, according to volunteer
Debbie Seigler.
. Seigler noted another problem
is the lack of full-time staff working
forOVCS. "It's difficult 10 have no
full-time staff," she acknowledged.
"We need a full-time secretarial

staff. "
Trustee Jay Levin called the
OVCS problem
a "critical
situation. It would be a sin if this
project,
the only on-going
connection between the students
and the city of New London were
endangered." Levin offered a
solution of talking to local
businessmen, after indicating that
he felt the United Way, Coast
Guard Academy, and Naval
Submarine School would be of
little to no help.
Sarah Moulton, a volunteer
who had been involved in the Great
Hunger Cleanup, said that OVCS
"wants 10 help, but we can't
continue without finding support."

.ARE YOU LEAN?
ARE YOU CLEAN?
ARE YOU MEAN?
JOIN THE DINING SERVICE TEAM!
HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAr IT TOO ...
Dining Services is one of the largest and most diverse employers on
campus, besides being one of the best paying.
Interested?
Call 447-1911 Ext. 7268, or see Cindy Weininger
at Smith Burdick. By the way, we like people of all shapes and sizes. If
you're nice, that's O.k. too.

S summer."
~
At first, the Office of Academ~c
;; Computing thought the computer s
0 problems were caused by the new
:;l Macintosh operating system (OS).
; When it was concluded that the as
~. was not the cause of the problems,
~ the hardware was blamed.
S. "We weren't suspecting a virus,"
~ said Makofske. "A student, Roger
11- Placer wrote us a note. He thought
~' our problems looked like they were
caused by a virus. Jon Severn, '90,
and Leon Dunklin, '90, then contributed two 'virus killers',
KilISCORES and Ferret. Three
more students, Jon Kozzi, '91,
Warren Cohen, '89, and Chandra
Lantz, '91, spentalotofextrahours
cleaning the labs and we're very
grateful 10 them."
Students who fear that their machine is infected are advised 10

consult the computer center. The
center has an Apple program, Vi.
rus X, that can determine whether
or not you have "SCORES".
The best way to avoid catching
this virus, according to Tel-len.
nepe, is to use or make back-up
copies of all of your original program disks and delete the infected
files, Do not "pirate" or copy program disks and do not swap disks.
TeHennepe said that "as long as
you're not copying software, you
can't pass the virus."
,
Makofske stressed that people
"should be sure your disks are
clean before using the campus
computers."
The Academic Computing De.
ed th th .
partrnent be
IS concern
fat e VIrus will
on campus or some
.
T H
' I th t C
lime. e ennepe ree s a on.
C II
.,,'
10 ha
necucut 0 ege IS going
ve
f inf
With i t
waves 0 mrecuons.
I JUs one

Fireside Forum at Abbey House:
What is to be Done About Toxic
Waste in Groton/New London Area
Continued from p.l

EPA [Environmental Protection
Agency] is supposed 10 be protecting us, not industry," said Curland.
"They check the toxic waste once .a
year. How about checking it every
week?"
Matthews desined a search for
new solutions. "Pfizer resists freezing pumps 10 the lop of their pipes
because it will cause more fog.
However, they're pumping 100
gallons of the Thames river a day to
cool their pipes."
McDermott spoke about the
four major permits for wasre dis- '
posal sites that had been proposed
by the Iown city councils in the last
two years. He told of all the incinerators and treatment facilities in
the area and the potential health
problems they may cause. A story
was told of a noxious odor emitted from the Pfizer plant over the summer that caused 30 people in a two
hour span to call Dr. McDermott
complaining of headaches and
nausea.
McDermott stated that improving the environment starts with
community activism, especially
through monitoring and amending
the application process for major
treatment facility permits in the
area "As an individual, what can I

do? Not much. But as an individual
in a group, you cantry to change
things. In the latest permit application [for a bilge water treatment
facility center], we managed to
have it written down in the permit
that no radioactive waste will be
allowed in the system. Also, we
added a requirement for the testing
of the water."
McDermott felt that some of
the lack of attention to the permit
process by the slate was due tot he
fact that the D.E.P.'s budget is less
than one percent of all budget expenditures in the state og Connecticut. He stated a desire 10 see an
environmental office in New london county 10 be [paid for by the
residents of the towns.
The discussion also mentioned
the purposes of the Saturday rally.
"We felt that tthere was an awareness gap over the information,"
said Matthews. "Its [the rally] isnot
a tomaio throwing session. Pfizer
andEclectric Boat were aske dto
participate, but declined."
Curland said, "Citizens share a
responsibility to clean up th e area. "
Matthews added, "Each individual
is responsible as much as big industry. It starts with all the plastic we

use."

Saint Louis University's
Academic Year in Madrid
COMPLIITE CURRICULUM:
English,
Spanish, Liberal Arts. Business &
Administration. TESOL, Sciences,
Hispanic Studies
SLU in Madrid is a member of AA/fIDE
Graduate Courses offered during
Summer Session in July

Apply NOW for Spring and Summer 1989
More than 1000 students in the Program

ContactRaymond L. Sullivant, SJ.
Saint Louis University in Madrid
Calle de la Vina, 3
Madrid 28003 SPAIN
Tel: 233-2032/233-2812

Saint Louis University
Study Abroad Coordinator
Admissions Office
221 North Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103
Toll-free tel: 1-800-325-6666

NEWS
Connecticut College Participates in Russian Exchange

student exchange program with the

The contacts these two men made
while iii the Soviet Union served as
the basis for the creation of the
student exchange with the Soviets.
Swarthmore College and Sarah
Lawrence
College
were
instrumental in negotiating the

Soviet

basic

by Jennifer

Macleod
The College Voke

Connecticut College is one of 24
universities

to participate

Union.

The

in a

American

Consortium for East-West Cultural
and Academic Exchange, based at
Middlebury College in Vermont,
has arranged for 56 Soviet students
to study at colleges on the East
Coast and as far west as Ohio.
Two initiators of the program
were Olin Robison, president of
Middlebury College, and Raymond
Benson, coordinator

of orientation

at Middlebury College. Robison
served in the State Department as
an expert on Soviet affairs and
Benson was an attache in the
American embassy in Moscow.

The focus
this week's S AmeeIi11g,
g WIth comnuttee eteeuons, w.u the
funding shortage in the Office of Volunteer Services (OVCS). Barbara Troa4ec, din:clOl'
ofOVes, and several volunteersedlJClllr4 SGA 011 the plight of the OV?,
"In a nutshell we've been dealing with ashort-term shortageoffunds mOVes, said
Sam Bottwn, '89, president of SGA.
.
.
According to Bonum, the issue of short-term funding for avcs has beenrttised WIth
RobertL.Hampton,deanofthecollege,andClaireGaudiani,presidentofthe~ege.
The
administration is currently supporting OVCS in seeking 'soft' money or donations from
outside sources.
.
Troadec who has been direcror of OVCS for four years, said that the high number of
student volUliteers(602lastyear)and thenUlDberofprogramsin which OVCS ptUticipares
will have to be cut down within the month unless funding is received quickly.
"President Ames dedicated this college to c:ommUJtityservice and the students are
inleJ"e$fedin volUnleering, but with this _ber
of students it's basically impossible to

budse: .

arrangements

for

the

consortium. Last October, 24
colleges were invited to send
representatives to Middlebury to
participate in the three-week
orientation.

Francis Johnson, dean of the
faculty, represented Connecticut
College at the consortium. "I am
enthusiastic," Johnson said. "It
represents a very local expression
of the renewed openness with the
Soviet Union, which we have the
wonderful
opportunity
of
experiencing first-hand."
Mae Veskis and Dennis Kovalev

are the two Soviet students
Connecticut College, Veskis
from Estonia and Kovalev is fro
Moscow. A typical day fo
Kovalev and Veskis during the'
orientation at Middlebury inclo
lectures in English, compute
science, and aspects of Ameri
culture such as the presiden .
election process, economics, an
history. Also scheduled for th
exchange students were trips in
the New England countrysid
every weekend.
Robert Hampton, dean of th
college, who is concerned with th
activities of all exchange stoden
at Connecticut, said, "It's a shake
down cruise; there are some bug
bot I think it will be very sueeessfo
in reducing existing barrier
between the U.S. and Sovie
Union."

The Judiciary Board Trial Log for
the Semester Ending May, 1988:
N. Jansen Calamita, Chairman
Paul Hyde, Chairmen
Case XIII
Charge: Social breach of the Honor Code in the form of volation of quiet hours and
harassment.
Description: A student violated special quiet hours imposed on him or her through a house
council hearing. After being told to tum down the music, the student threatened

the

individual
Decision: Guilty of violating quiet hours (5·1); guilty of harassment (4-2).
Recommendation:

The Board recommended

one year of Social Probation and denial of

participation in the Special Lottery fo-rthe -remainder of their time at Connecticut College.
Rearon: The Board Ieu that any threat of violence cons\itiutes intimidation and thus was a

tllCO~~h8$beenrecog.

volllnte¢rsetVkes.~.

llltorilllJXlllll31ns hastbund \hll: 'l'ti~

mille.

n$J)ll,
jlJJlteet~aptacticahtpplicationor.}'il1J1eam

form of harassment,

a se-conunittee
Tutorial program
in the classroom:

,()VCs"""lltontilluelQ~~ofthefundingproblems,
gteeil will ClltIlinuelQprovilktP'08flttllS> At this lime the action
. gfor ~~y
fundilIg from area chaplaincies, the Uniled
!ltltetsue!J9tgan~
They are expecfe(jto have c:ompleled their seareIt by

eJIIIIIII

··theend of next week:
•
AnothetkeY~broughtto
the Asselllblyfloor by Jay Ackerman, '89, housesedalor
ofl\latklJessdotrniuwy, was lhat of dOnniloty responsibiJily for damages done outside of
thebuilding. According 1OAclrenn8n, twostoneslaleSthatwerelObe used in the rebuilding
of the wall at the backend ofHari:ness were stolen and two more were broken. C0nsequently, Harkness dOnnitory was billed $600.00 by the college.
"I'm questioning the fact that we're being billed for damages not done inside the
dorm," said Ackerman.
Other business at the meeting included approval of the fl:esIunen voting scbedule by
vale of acclantation and the acceplanCeof Peter Scotch, '90, as computerization/graphics
editor for the SGA newsletter. '
Committee elections continued as well CommitleeS voted on included the Election
Board Commitlee, the Residential Life Gommitlee, the Public Relations Committee, the
Books1Klp and Library Commitlee, and the Sbldy Away Committee.
Some of the eight committees to be voted on next week are the Constitution
Committee, the LeclOl'es and Monograph Commitlee, the Counseling Services Conunitlee, and the Interdisciplinary Majors Committee.
Business fur next week's meeting will also include an update on the OVCS budget
situation.

The recommendation was drawn from this incident and past records of

similar incidents in dormitory
Case XIV
Charge:

HanOI" Code violations.

Academic breach of the Honor Code in the fonn of cheating.

Description: A professor turned in two students essays which were identical. The students
were asked not to collaborate in the writing of them.
Decisioo: Guilty (6-0).
Reoommendation: The Board recommended that the students receive an "P' on their essay'
and be allowed to rewrite them and the final grade be the average of the IWo.
Reason: The students had prepared their own essay! ahead of time. but copied each other',
down prior to the exam to insure that they each had complete es,ays. They each thought they
were writing their own essays while taking the exam. The Board felt that the two students:
did

not

knowingly write identical essays. However the exchange of information prior to the

exam constituted

cheating, and therefore,

the work was compromised

to gain more

information.
N. Jansen Celemita, Chairman (May 1988)

Caset
Charge: Social Breach of the Honor Code in the fonn of misuse of LO. and harassment
Description; A student was barred entrance to a dining hall as a result of a faulty ID. When
the student was refused he became verbal.ly abusive.
• Decision: Not guilty of misuse of ID (8-0); guilty of harassment (8-0)
Recomendation: The student was made to write letters of apology to the involved parties and
to complete five work hours with

Food Services.

.

Reason: The Board felt that the student should be made to understand the posiiton of those
he verbally abused by doing work hours and submitting a written apology.
Case II
Charge: Social breach of thr Hooor Code in the form of violation of donnitory probation,

distirbing the peace and harassment
Description: A student refused to blm down their stereo when requested. A complaint was
made to the Houseiellow who referred the matter to the Board as the student was already on

•
•
•
•

GREEK SALADS
MOUSAKA
SEAFOOD
SPAGHETTI
e PIZZA

OCEAN PIZZA
PALACE
Serving the greater New london arei!since 1962

donnitory probatioo.
COMPLETE

Decisim:

Not guilty of harassment (8..Q); guilty of disturbing the peace (8..Q); guilty of

DINNERS

violation of dorm probation (8..Q).

SERVED

Recomendation: The student ",as given five work hours the night of a senior party and also
was given special quiet hours for the remainder of the year.

ORDERS
PREPARED
TOGO

• HOT OVEN GRINDERS

We give'" free with every order of 4
We now serve your favorite wine & beer

20% OFF
WITH COLLEGE

Mon.·Thurs., Sun. '0;30 A.M." AM.

Fri., Sat. 10:30A.M.·2:3liA.M.

1443-0870 I
86 Ocean Ave., New london

,
21 West Main Streel

Mystic,

Conneclicut

06355

(20l) ~l6-194l
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Richard W. Lyman,
director of the Institute of International
Studies at Stanford
University and former president of the
Rockefeller
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Three panel discussions will take
place
following
Gaudiani's official
inauguration.
The
first panel, "The

NEW WNDON - Saturday, October I, at 10:30 a.m., Connecticut
College will inaugurate its eighth
president, Claire Lynn Gaudiani,
The day will be dedicated to exploring the challenges that an increasingly competitive world economy
present for our nation and our systern-of higher education.
McGeorge Bundy, former member of the Kennedy and Johnson administrations and now professor of
history at New York University;
Jerry Della Femina, founder of the
New York advertising
agency
Della Femina McNamee WCRS;
Edward B. Fiske, education news
editor of The New York Times and
other leaders in business, the arts
and academics will come to Connecticut for panel sessions 10 examine the economic and cultural challenges facing higher education in
the United States.
Gaudiani calls the 19908 the
"Global Decade" and will use her
position at the college and on national educational advisory boards
and councils to emphasize the
demands this decade will make on
our nation.
To stress her inauguration theme,

volving nine languages and was
founder and director of the Lauder
Institute's Title VI Natiooal Resource Center in International
Studies for Management, the
nation's first such center.
Recently Gaudiani accepled
posts on the American Cooncil on
Education' sCommission on International Education, the American
Association
of
Higher
Education's Board of Directors
and the Modem Language Association of America's Advisory
Committee on Foreign Language
Programs. Gaudiani plans 10 promote international studies and
demonstrate how important they
will be in keeping our position in
the global economy.
All panel discussions are free

Global Decade: The 1990s - The
United States in a Global Context",
will run from 2 to 3:30 p.m. Two
other panels, ''Two Unique Contributions of the United States to the
Global Society: Education and Phi- and open to the public.
lanthropy", will run simultaneously from 4 to 5 p.m.
Gaudiani selected the panel topby Alison hey
ics based on her academic experiThe College Voice
ence and on her belief in what she
This year, for the first time,two
calls a "seamless web" of educaSoviet
exchange students are
tion. Her philosophy joins previstudying at Connecticut College:
ously exclusive subjects like business education and the study of Denis Kovalev, from the Institute
foreign culture and languages to of Foreign Languages in Moscow,
and Mae Veskis, from Tartu Uniprepare students for the multicultuversity in Estonia, a republic of the
ral demands of the emerging world
Soviet Union.
economy.
Denis is in his fourth year of
This emphasis on international
studies isasubjectGaudiani,a
17lh study at the University, where he
will complete five years. His concentury French literature scholar,
centration
is on languages but he
will stress in the Connecticut Colhas
had
courses
in other areas of
lege curricula.
the humanities such as political
Gaudiani's work prior to accepting the Connecticut College presi-' science and geography. After he
finishes his education,
Denis
dency places her at the leading edge
hopes to become an interpreter.
of the move toward international
This is Denis's first trip to the
studies. Asacting associate director
United States. He spent three
of the Joseph H. Lauder Institute,
weeks studying at Middlebury this
she was responsible for a graduate
language and culture program in- summer hefore coming to Connecticut, and so far he has seen
Burlington and Albany. New York
and Boston arenexton his agenda.
Denis says he decided to come
to America for "language practice," to learn more about the
country, and "to meet people."
need. And volunteers like yourself
\bIunteer your skills and experiMajor differences between his
get the satisfaction of a job well done.
ence to the IRS. And everyone
big-city
university and ConnectiAnd
sometimes
a
little
bit
more.
For
gets something in return. Taxpayers
cut are apparent to Denis, In
free IRS training, call1-800424-IOOJ
with Questions get the answers they
Moscow, the courses one takes are
specified for the entire five-year
period. Also, he attends classes
from 8 am to I pm daily, including
Saturdays. He thinks the feeling
about classes at Connecticut is
"more relaxed."
At Connecticut, Denis is taking
French, international
organizations, Christian tradition, and
\bIunteer now. And you'll make someones taxes less taxing later.
computers. He feels the Christian
tradition class will help him beINTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE CAMPAIGN
come a better interpreter by giving

..
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The Gold Souk
Margaret Adams
Vice President
30 Circle Ave.
Groton, Ct. 06340
(203) 445-2613

A social bonzai to all. In this
fourth edition of our joyous
column, Iwish to make unmistakeable the function of Words of
the Week. As Oatman, I will
cootinue to unveil my favorite
. and scintilating words. However,
Iam even more interested in
YOUR WORDS.
If you have a word or phrase
that tickles your tongue, send it in
to OATMAN, Box 1787. This is
a column for your participation.
A robust thanks to all who have
contributed already.
LUGUBRIOUS·
adj. Mournful
or doleful especially to a ludicrous degree.
MACABRE- adj. Suggesting or
concerned unduly with the horror
of dealh; gruesome; ghastly,

evoked from me a lugubrious

reaction which sent tears from
my turgid oculae:"
- David Webster, '91
MULTIFARIOUS·
adj. Having
great diversity, made up of many
parts or kinds.

"My most multifarious liquor
cabinet quenches my eclectic
palate on a needblind basis as I
imbibe at whim."
- Oatman
ULULATE·
v. To howl, hoot,
wail, or lament loudly.

"As the drove of idolatrous teens
saw their icon offaith appear on
stage, they let out an ululation
that drowned the music at their
acclaimed mecca."
- Oatman

L!=======================!J

Soviet Students Pioneer Exchange Program

GM YOUR lIME TO THE IRS,
AND YOUU GET
SOMETHINGII RETURI.

NEWSPAPER AD NQ.IRS.-88-1348-2

OFTIfEWEEK
by Oatman

"The splattered innards on
highway 61 outside of Beaver,
Utah, was a macabre scene even
for the most jaded viewers, and

11 Sea Marsh Rd.
Fernandina Beach, Fl. 32034
(904) 261-3020
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Soviet Exchange students Denis Kovalev and Mae Veskls

American culture. He also enjoys his The city centers itself around the
computer course which he can't take 350 year-old university, whose
in Moscow as a Humanities StudenL
buildings
are more scattered
Denis says he misses the big city, around and whose dorms are arhis friends and his wife of one year.
ranged according to one's major.
He has had minor difficulty adjustAt Tartu University, Mae has
ing to some aspects of the language,
been concentrating
on English
such as the names of foods.
. language and literature, and GerEven though Denis feels "corman language. She has taken part
dially" received at Connecticut, he in the Film Society, and notes that
hasheensubjecttostereotypesofthe
other extra curricular are similar 10
Soviet Union, largely having to do those at Connecticut.
with personal freedom. He feels
Mae's reasons for her trip to the
Americans do not realize that Sovi- U.S. were to practice the language,
ets are "quite free personally." He her feeling that it would he excitdoes not like U.S. misconceptions
ing to 10 live in another country,
that all Soviets have KGB agents
and general "curiosity".
lurking somewhere nearby. He also
At Connecticut, Mae is taking
has been subject to some amusing
courses in American Literature,
questions such as, "are there showGerman, Anthropology, and U.S.
ers in Moscow?"
History. She finds greatest interest
Denis added that being a Soviet in U.S. history hecause she enjoys
does not make him so different
learningthingsaboutthepastoflhe
"People are about the same whercountry in which she is living,
everyougo,"hesaid,regardlessofa
Mae likes Connecticut's campus
country's ideologies. He believes
but thinks its 100 had we are not
weallhavealotincommon-after
closer to town. She says she
all, he listens to the Beatles, Peter
"would like to meet town people."
Gabriel, Phil Collins and Billy Joel.
She has enjoyed the campus life so
Mae Veskis, who comes from far, having been to a number of
Estonia, describes her University as events and parties.
much larger and different form
Mae misses her hometown rye
Connecticut. Though it sits by the bread, and is anxiously awaiting
side of a river like Connecticut Col- letters from her close-knit family.
in a "itv nfl nn
'I'444
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DID YOU SEE AHITAND-RUN ACCIDENT?
Friday, 9/16/88 9:30 pm Williams and
Huntington Traffic Light
The police apparently lost your number.
Please Call Jae-Yoo Ko at 443-0797 or
Nate Nasser at 443-6212

For Sale:
78 Subaru FWD, 2 dr, 4
speed, New Batt, Good
winter trans, 4 good tires.
Call 376-9423 Jim
Travel Sales: Sell Spring Break
package tours to Carribean
FREE TRAVEL & MONEY.
Great sales experience and
flexible hours.
Call 1-800-426-7710
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Dual 3.5" 720K
Floppy Drive Model
Suggested Retail Price:

Special Student Price:
20MB Hard Disk Model
Suggested Retail Price:

Special Student Price:

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN - WITH THE NEW BATTERY-DRIVENSUPERSPORT'M- TO TAKEYOU
FROM COLLEGE TO CAREER.
Small, lightweight, flexible and economical. Ideal for spreadsheets, word processing and more. That's
the new SupersPort from Zenith Data Systems - today's leader in battery-operated portables.
FLEXIBLECOURSE SCHEDULE. Whatever your agenda, the SupersPort's modular configuration easily
adapts to your computing style. With a detachable battery for easier portability. An AC adapter/recharger
that plugs into any outlet. MS-DOS" to run virtually all PC/XT compatible software. And 640K RAMexpandable to 1.64MB with EMS. Plus the SupersPort comes in your choice of dual 3.5" no/( floppy drive
or 20MB hard disk models. For flexible desktop performance anywhere on campus.
CARRYSOME GREAT HOURS THIS TERM. Hours of battery power, that is. For greater productivity
everywhere your studies take you. Thanks to Zenith's comprehensive Intelligent Power Managementa system that lets you control how your battery power is consumed. So you won't waste valuable energy
on components and peripherals not in use.
EASYCOLLEGE READJNG. The easiest. After all, the SupersPort features Zenith's renowned dazzling
backlit Supertwist LCD screen for crisp text and superior readability. And its CRT-size display is one-third
larger than most competing portables for enhanced viewing. The screen even tilts back 180-degrees so it
lies flat to accommodate a desktop monitor.
TO CATCHTHE NEW SUPERSPORT PORTABLE PC ATA SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE, VISIT YOUR ZENITH
DATASYSTEMS CAMPUS CONTACT TODAY:
•

~NI'N

data
systems

THE OUAUTY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'

PC XT is a registered trademark of IBM Corp. MS-OOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp.
Special pricing offer Rood only on purchases directly through Zenith Contact( s) listed above by students.
faculty and staff for their own use. No other discounts apply. Limit one portable personal romputer per
individual in any 12·monlh period. Prices subjccllo change without notice.
If... 19HX.Zenith Data Systems
Form No. 1392
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91.1 Fall Schedule
Request Line- 447-7630 or 447-7631
Music Director - Blair Loughrey

Station Manager - Cameron Mackenzie
Program Director - Tim Heap
Publicity/Promotions Director - Jennifer Leimgruber
Treasurer - Adam Ferrari

News Director - John Howard
Public Affairs Director - Scott Jefferson
Technical/Productions Director - Tim Ziegler
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eE=: Day
12-3

3.m.
3-6

a.m.
6-9

a.m.

Monday

12-3
p.m,

3-6
p.m,
6-9
p.m.

Chris
Nashawaty:

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Matt Haggett:

Dorcas Nung:
A collision of
pop, bebop,
blues and
rockin'roll- all
to make you
spin and swoon

Pat Trainor:

Amy Darwin:
Groovy sounds
from the 60's
and 70's-from
folk to early
punk to psychedelic

Joe Cioni:
"The NeePsychedelic
Onslaught"music to tilt
your intellect

nighttime new
music, from
rock to fusion

parrin Arremon
An eclectic variety of music
expressing the
high and low
points of 20th
century living

Phil Klausner:
"Bringing it All
Back Home"=
all types of
rock and roll
brought together

Andrea Goren
and Jan
Calamita:
thought-rock - a
cross-cultural
blend of music

Randy Moore:
"Pure Mania
a hodgepodge
of new and
eclectic rock
and roll

Liz May and
Jamie Forbes:
A plethora of
fun, funky,
flamboyant
and sweetsmelling tunes

Toga:
"The Lost
Weekend
Radio Show"from folk to
punk

SJ: "The
Sound Job"music by
women vocalists and musicians onry- all
styles, all eras

Karen Trister:
a three-hour
super-def
montage, if you
will. And if
you won't, it's
your loss

J.P. Shiver:
For a subtle but
smooth change
of pace, tune
into the "Soul
Kitchen"

Tim Joseph:
"Keepin' the
Faith"- a rock
and roll trip
through your
deepest memories

Liza Martin:
Three hours of
going around
the block and
never getting
home

Jason Rosenberg

Colin Grimsey:

.Frank Bucy:

Mark Steinberg:

Thoughtprovoking rock
and roll, 1960's
style

Heather
McGowan:
A mix of
musical styles
for you to
enjoy

playing only
the most
intense rockboth old punk
and classic r&r

Jed Bonniwell:

BarryT.:
Instrumental
mind music
from around
the world

Tim
McDonough:

Anne
Castellano:
guitar-oriented
rock and roll
from rockabilly
to hard core

Magooand
Yukon:

Rock on

Grippo:
"Same Difference"- Lesbian
and gay music,
news and

cornmentarv
Bill Bingham:
'''Winterin
America"- new
progressive,
political and
ethnic music

The music
never stops
with Tod and
Eric

Professor

Adam Furchner
and Scott
"Continuously
Jefferson:
Classical" - a mix Step into ...
"The Penguin
of standard faCafe"
vorites with
lesser known

3-5:30:
Jennifer and
Chip:
Rock and Roll,
some old, some
new
5:30-6: news

music that pins
you against the
wall and then
through it

The Return of
the Ruthless
Radio Show

Austin Wrubel:

John Clark:
"Jazz Spotlight"- a program hitting
the highpoints
of Jazz from its
beginnings

Chip Miller:
"Jazz and
Cocktails"- a
continuing
tradition of
excellence

Benj Ruth:

Tod Cochran
and Eric
Wagner:

Hard-drivin',
sharp-edged,
hip stuff

3-5:30:
Adam Ferrari:
A new music
bonanza with
wide varieties
of insanity
5: 30-6: news

Dead Air-

"you can't eat

music, but it
feeds you"

-

only the blues,
man

"Focus on the
Riddirns" with
Rasta Tim

Eclectic Rock-

ll

An interesting
collage of new
music ... and the
surf report too

Tracy:

9-12
a.m.

Iwednesda y Thursday

12-12:30:
Storytelling
12:30-3:
Ralphy
Dread- International music

The Dog:

9-12
p.m,

Tuesday

"Wackola
Radio" - they're
in a frenzy
Robert

Scenes in the
city, sounds in
the city

3-5:30:J\pril
Green: Progressive music
and third world
news and
commentary
5:30-6: news

Music from the
Hearth

Brost:

"Flashes from
the Archives of
Oblivion"

Haik
Sahakian:
An eclectic mix
of music to
make the most
of your Sunday
morning
Brother
John:
Cool Running
Vibes

An exploration
of American
rock and pop,
hot and not

Rev up your
Sundays with
rock and roll on
the "Old Wave
Show"

Fred Argilagos:

Twisted
Radio-

• •-.-..I...'-'~....

Dale, Lynn and
Dan:
"The Rock is
RQlled"- the
best in con temporary Christian
music

Rick Wrigley:

Malcolm

.

Marc
Schlossberg:
New music for
people who
like designer
drugs

Sheena:

Leo Bellamy:
Club 91.1 starting out
mellow, the
tempo will speed
up with the latest
in club music

The "Art of
Jazz"

Dread

Maximum
Wierdness

Jones:

"The Danze

Zone

l1

Twistocity
equals
Enlightenment

Peter on the
Radio:
Almost an
institutionthree hours of
super-charged
pop
Jim" Call me
Roger" Miller:
"Wild Kingdom"- you gotta
learn to roll
with the bullets

printed courtesy o/The College Voice
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Hurricane Still Alive in the Memories of New London Residents
•

OJ

f

by Livia Winston
New London Focus Editor

.2-----------~

l•

"The river was like an ocean"

<:3 said Alma Wise, New London his-

~ torian and resident during the 1938
hurricane which ravaged the New
England seaboard exactly fifty
years ago last week. "Everyone
was in a state of shock; no one
could believe it"
The storm arrived without warning at about 3:30 PM on Sept. 21. ~

New London was one of the hard- ~
est hit areas in Connecticut, though
other states, especially Rhode Island which-directly faces the Atlantic, were much more devastated. Because the Labor Day
weekend had just ended, most
families had already left the beach,
a fact which held the loss of life
surprisingly low for an event

~
~
~
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~
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which survivors today refer to as a ~~
"holocaust".
Rain and floods swept across
OceanBeach after the storm
New London, toppling trees and
destroying property. Ocean Beach,
thenahighlydevelopedresidential
area, was aU but swept away. All
forms of communication
and
power were destroyed. Even the
roads became impassable for miles
because of uprooted trees blocking
the way. Telegraphs-phonestrains-everything was out. "At first
you couldn't contact anybody.
(There was) no way to get anywhere, to get help!" Alma Wise
describes of the hours just after the
storm passed.
When afire broke out in the New

London commercial district and
proceeded to gutthecity, there was
little anyone could do with the
roads and highways impassable.
Bank Street was quickly being
destroyed and the fire dept. was
ready to resort to using dynamite to
slow the fire' s progress, when the
wind shifted suddenly and started
blowing the sparks out to sea.
Survival for New Londoners
after the series of disasters became
a major group effort, notjustby the
residents themselves, but by the
whole country. Everyone who
could possibly lend a hand, did.

The Red Cross and the Salvation Army, which have plans for
disaster, were quicldy organized
to help with such necessities as
food, clothing and shelter. The
National Guard was invaluable to
the cleanup, but it was the local
effort that got amazing things accomplished. Sailors from the naval base and Coast Guard Academy members worked to bring
relief. Even Boy Scouts were used
to carry messages in a city almost
void of any means of communication. Connecticut College received help from the local fire

dept. when the pump, which carried the fresh water supply up the
hill, broke. Thanks to a manual
pump arid a boy on a stationary
bicycle, Connecticut College students got the water they needed.
Employees of the telephone,
railroad and power companies
were sent in from aU over \he country in the attempt to return things to
normal as quicldy as possible. The
town was so filled with outsiders
that it was hard to find spaces to
live and food to go around. However, within three weeks the telephone was in working order all

over the state, and New London
slowly emerged from the isolation
imposed by disaster.
The physical aspects of the destruction took about a year to clean
up, including re-planting the treebarren neighborhoods. But emotionally, the hurricane seemed to
strengthen rather then weaken the
community. According to Alma
Wise: "After all, each one of us
was sort of marooned. You had
yourself and your neighbors to
depend on. You had to share and it
proved that you could."

Big Brothers and Sisters seeks
Connecticut College Volunteers
by Stasi Alexander
Tbe College Voice
Volunteer opportunities abound
for students interested in becoming
involved in the New London community. One of the more popular
volunteer jobs is Big Brothers,lllig
Sisters of Southeastern Connecticut.
"We require students to give 3 to
4 hours a week" said Robert Bernstein, a representative for Big
Brothers/Big Sisters at the Con-

INTERN NEXT SPRING AT
THE STATE CAPITOL

,i
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Earn academic credits while you
learn about state government

I

i
CREATURE COMFORTS
kilim bags. leather backpacks
ethnic and hand·made clothing and jewelry
floor cushions. rugs· quilts and bedcovers

WHYEVERNOT

Applications are now available form your campus advisors for the State Legislative Internship Program,
Students earn credit while interning with a State
Senator or Representative. For details and application
see Campus Advisor Bill Cibes or write to Directors,
Internship Program, Legislative Office Building,
State Captiol, Hartford, CT 06106 .
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necticut College Volunteer Fair on
September 7. In addition to this
minimum number of hours required, one year's commitment is
required of all volunteers.
Once one applies, a careful examination of the applicant's background is undertaken. Four references are required and an extensive
police search is conducted. In addition. an interview is set up and, if
the applicant meets standards, he or
she is matched up with a Little
Brother or Little Sister.
"Right now we have about fifteen to twenty Big Brothers/Big
Sisters from Connecticut College,
but we really should have around
forty," said Bernstein. "Once the
commitment is made, they do

well."
According to Bernstein, many
volunteers take the kids up on
campus for the day and entertain
them with walks through the Arb0return, swimming in the pool, and

other numerous activities.
If anyone is interested in becoming a Big Brother/Big Sister,
Carolyn Geyer of Big Brothers/Big
Sisters can be found every
Wednesday in the Office of Volunteers for Community Service in the
basement of Harkness Chapel.
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tConcert Review:

iAn Evening with David
~
'James Taylor' Binder
:i
:;;

by Eric_
TIoe C .....
Voice

~

An Evening with James Taylor. That's what the signs said. An Evening
WIthJames Taylor. And a week and a half later, I'm still wondering. It
~ really wasn't James Taylor. It was David Binder. The signs said that too.
An Evening with James Taylor [played by David Binder]. I see. He does
covers of James Taylor songs. That sounds alnght,
BuL.
He did sound like James Taylor. Carolina on my Mind sounded like
Carolinaon myMind. The same with Mockingbird. All the songs sounded
good, sounded just like they do on the radio. Exactly like they do on the
radio.
BuL.
I think it's when he began to talk aboui James Taylor, when he hegan to
talk about albums and tours, that I started to get nervous, started to think
that something was wrong. He knew everything about him. He talked
about James Taylor's relationships, his family and his drug problems with
an inlenSity that went beyond simple admiration for the man's music.
"The man's not even dead," someone said to me.
And on he went, singing and stopping between songs to talk about
"James'" life. I waited for him to slip into the ftrst person.
"I started a relationship with Carole King then-I mean James, James
started a relationship with Carole King."
It dido 't haoppen though. But standing in the crowd, watching this man
on the stage, I wondered about David Binder. I wondered what he does at
home. As he stands making toast or washing dishes, does he think of
himself simply as David Binder, or as David Binder [playing] James
Taylor,lrying as hard as possible to wash the plates just like James does ..
"And in 1978 James switehed from Ivory toPalmolive, hoping to relieve
the wear on his hands."
The crowd yelled and danced though, even clapping after the graciously
few David Binder originals. But the applause was never really for David
Binder. And the hesitant, apathetic feeling that many people felt was
coupled with a kind of suange anticipation for the Bearded Lady and the
slight hope that after David Binder maybe someone else would come out
and swallow swords or breathe fire,

<.J
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Film Takes its Subject too Lightly
by Rdlecal Clllronl

1'11, Coli.. e Voke

Paul Mazursky' s newest
comedy, Moon Overl'arador, is an
odd ftlm about an actor who finds
himself becoming the dictator of a
small South American country.
Despite colorful cinematography
and some nice acting by Richard
Dreyfus and Sonia Braga the film is
an uncomfortable combination of
light slapstick humor juxtaposed
with a bleak subject matter.
Richard Dreyfus plays Jack
Noah, a relatively successful New
York actor working on a film on
location in a small South American
island, Parador. He meets the corrupt, raspy voiced dictator, Simms,
whom he does a successful imitation of. However. Simms soon dies
of a heart attack, and the Secretary
of the Interior, Roberto (Raul Julia)
convinces Jack to be Simms'
"double" for a few days.telling him
that it will be his "best role yet".
Jack takes on the role of the dictator
reluctantly, but soon falls in love
with Simms' mistress, Madonna
Sonia Braga, and gets caught up in

the growing guerilla insurgency in

EI 'N' Gee Club, 86 Golden SI. New
London
9/27 Wilson Blue and the Blue Roots
9/28 Chronic Disorder
9/29 Red Wagon The Gravel Pit
9/30 Jack Smith and the Rackabilly
Planet
Hartford Civic Center
9/30 Prince
10/14 Van Halen
The Living Room, Providence
9/23 Physical Graffiti
9/30 Del Fuegos
Every Wed. Max Creek"
Providence Civic Center
9/23 Rod Stewart
9/24 Tiffany
10/17 Van Halen

CAMPUS
SPIRIT SHOPPE

-----'

thecounlry. His role suddenly gets warmth, except when Madonna
accepts Dowers from a peasant
"too real". and he wants to leave
girl. But even this gives the film a
the country.
hypocritical tone. Scenes, such as
Mazwsky is wonderful in satirizing Americans and their life- when Jack and Madonna are esstyles, while still adding warmth to caping a riot ina poverty-stricken
his characters and the story, as he village, are resolved with slapstick
gags that make everything too pat
did in Down and Out in Beverly
The end is slapped on with a supHills. Yet he runs into trouble with
satirizing an American actor tak- posed sense of optimism, but there
is no logic to its culmination. Itjust
ing over as the dictator of a thirdworld nation. The mixture of hand- "happens". The characters are all
me-down and sometimes raunchy stock and run the danger of rejokes, with political subject matter maining in a void of two-dimenthat is a little "too real", makes the sionality. When Jack sees how
jokes fall completely flat One poorly run the country is there is
would expect black humor in such little conveyed about disappointment and detennination for rea film, where dictators are ignorant
form.
of their country, and are merely
There are some refreshing eleactors. The ftIm is successful in
conveying the decadence of the ments in the ftlm, though they are
ruler's lifestyles: the wealth, their few. Dreyfus is pretty good as the
corrupt, cackling cohorts, and the somewhat bewildered yet egoistispeeches full of lies. Yet that is all cal actor, who takes on his role as
that the film attempts to show. It Simms with fear yet excitement,
makes light of this situation rather Unfortunately, his role is severely
underwritten. As Madonna, Sonia
than treating it darkly, thus giving
Braga manages to give a scintillatthe film an uncomfortable edge.
The ftlm is so lightthat everying warmth and zest to her role.
thing brushes over the surface.
There is rarely moment of sincere

Providence Perfonning
10/18 Little Feat

a

Arts Center

New Haven Coliseum
10/15 Robert Plant
11/3 Jimmy Page
Museum of Modern Art, New York
9/8 to 11/1 The Drawings of Philip
Guston
9/15 to 1l/13 Nicholas Nixon: Pictures
of People
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York
10/11 to 1/8 Degas Retrospective
9/15 to 1/8 Umberto Boccioni
Palmer Auditorium
. 9/29,30,10/1 Crimes of the Heart

CAMPUS PIZZA

We keep your spirits alive
Domestic & Imported Beers
Fine Wiries & Liquors Daily Numbed
CLOSE CONVENIENT LOCATION
469 WILLIAM STREET
(JUST DOWN THE HILL) 443-6371

Full menu, fast friendly service
Right to your door,
467 Williams St
Call 443-1933

FREE DELIVERY

She lights up the screen with
? --

.

her
.

dark beauty. Donald McAlpine's
cinematography is lovely, with
lazy shots of sunsets over the city,
and the brilliance and flashiness of
.the carnival festivities Overall,
however, Moon Over Parador
does not succeed Light humor
mixed with such a grim situation
as this makes the film unsatisfactory and very ugly. If Mazursky
were to give the film a darker edge
and some acid humor it would be
disturbing, yet it would have a
more cohesive quality.

The
Connecticut
College
TheaterDepartment
and
Theater One
present

CRIMES
OF THE
HEART
September 29, 30,
October 1
Palmer Auditorium
8 p.m.
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Women's Field Hockey Takes Two!
by Mkbael Cutrey
The CollegeVoice
The Connecticut College women's field hockey
team is off to a tlJ1C sian. In their first two games they
defeated Wesleyan I -D, and then knocked off Mount
Holyoke 2-1. These two early victories are putting
them on track for
what is shaping up to
. be a good season.
Saturday's game
at Wesleyan was
dominated from the
_to~~~
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omen's soccer

Women's Soccer Team Start
Season on a Promising Note
No goals have been scored against
us, proving that we are very strong
defensively", Kline said.
Connecticut College women's
Some of the key players for
soccer team started their seasonout
CONN are sweeper, Ann Carberry,
on a promising note. CONN is cur'90, and goalkeeper, Eva Cahalan ,
rently ranked filth in New England'
'91.
and holds an impressive record of
Also key players playing in the
. midfield are Davis, Kristen Supko,
2-0.
"I am extremely happy with the
'92, Caroline Pool, '91, co captain
Linda Maddem, '89, and Jamie
Sian of this season. It's the strongO'Connor, '91.
est start yet", said Ken Kline, head
Leading the attack for the Camcoach of the women's soccerteam.
CONN defeated Amherst last els are forwards co captain Jennifer
Fulcher, '89, Bing, and Maria
Saturday (9/17) in their season
Mitchell, '91.
opener by a score of 2-0. The first
The strong defensive players are
goal was scored by junior Katie
Carberry,
Lucy McDonough, '90,
Bing on a Penalty kick. Marty
Tracy Leavenworth, '91, Marcilyn
Davis, '91, fmished out the scoring
Patterson, '91, and Alexandra
for the Camels.
Maccoll, '89..
Last Tuesday (9{l.0) CONN conCONN's went on the road Sattinued thier winning ways by deurday ( 9/24) and faced Eastern
feating Tufts, The 'winning goal
Connecticut State University.
.
was scored by freshman Diane
Cisneros.
"I am very pleased with the team.
by Christine Recesso
The College Voice

Lady Camels. The
only goal in the contest was scored by
junior Kim Kellogg
at 4:30 of the first

The young Connecticut College
women's cross country learn surprised its competition at Wesleyan
September 17. CONN used a laterace surge to edge out a two-point
victory over Wesleyan, beating the
Coast Guard Academy by 24 points
and Simmons College by 25.
Ned Bishop,
coach of the
women's cross country team, was
extremely pleased not only with the
outcome but also with the manner
in which the race was run.
"We ran a very smart race, We had
talked a little before the meet about
how, since it was the firsrmeet, they
would probably go out too fast And
Coast Guard and Simmons did set a
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pace that was over their heads, but
we didn't go with them," Bishop.
said.
AllofCONN'srunners had strong
finishes.
"No one lost any places at the end
and most of them gained places in
the last mile. They all ran well in the
last half, three quarters of a mile,"
Bishop said.
Seniors Kristin Kissell (seventh
place) and captain Maria Gluch
(second place) ran most of the race
in tenth and eleventh place and
made their moves in the last mile;
Gluch's fastest mile was her last.
Freshmen Vicki Hawkins (13th)
and Emily Siegel (16rh) also bad
solid finishes coming up from
about 20th pIaee. Hawkins passed
another runner at the finish, an

•
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it in afterKellogg
a beautiful
period.
put
pass from Sarah Lingeman, '89.
The
only problem was the teams inability to further
capitalize against Wesleyan, since they had 23
shots on goal.
Tuesday's game at Mount Holyoke turned out to

-e things
are
with the way

going",
said
Anne Parmenter, head coach of the women's field hockey team.
This record and a team which is playing more cobesively than last year's squad looks to shape into a bigger force than in past years.

Sailing Team Places Sixth at Hood
..
Trophy Regatta
by MelissaBum'
The College Voice

The main regattas of the weekend
for the Connecticut College sailing
team were sailed in light to moderate breezes on Saturday and Sunday, September 17 and 18. The
varsity regatta was the Hoo«(Trophy, held at Tufts, in which 17
teams competed.
Keith Kraemer, '90, and Charlie
Pendleton, '90, combined efforts in
A division, with crews Melissa
Burns, '89, and KristenO'Sullivan,
'91, respectively. In B division,
Peter Quinn, '90, and crew Lissette
Suarez, . '90, dealt magnificently

accomplishment Bishop attributed
to her training as a quarter miler.
CONN's Kelly Bernier, 90,
placed third in the event after sharing the lead in the middle of the
race.
The biggest surprise of the meet
was turned in by sophomore Michele Chung (31 st and sixth on the
team) wbo took a minute and a half
off her time from the team's time
trials.
"I'm really psyched about the season and really pleased with the way
I ran. Things are working out really
well," Chung said. "I hope to give
100 percent for my team because to
me cross country means unity. We
have a lot of team unity so I think
that's why we're going to have a

great season."

This week's honors go to THE CONNECTICUT COLLEGE MEN'S
SOCCER TEAM. The squad won itsfirst two games of the season, defeating
TUFTS and THE COAST GUARD ACADEMY. The back to back wins
marked the first time since the 1985Rs~aksKon
that the Camels have won their
first two games of the season, •••• IC
omarow
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and Jen Thacber, '90.
"We are playing very well
and Iam pleased

Women's X-Country Uses Late Surge to
Edge Wesleyan, Coast Guard, Simmons
by Nancy Northrop
The College Voice

I

be another defensive battle that was dominated by
Conn from sian to finish. The first goo! in this game :<
was scored on a comer shot by Kellogg. It came after ;:,
a good pass from Abbey Tyson, '92, who then passed;::
it to Kellogg. The second goo! was an unassisted cor- ~
ner shot by Erica Bos, '92. Aside from solid goaltending by Jen Schu-l
macher,
'91,:'
oIher solid per- ~
formances were
given by Amy
Norris, '92, Jen
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I
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with the random wind shifts on
Mystical Lake to come away with a
second place in their division.
Overall, Conn won sixth place for
the regaua.
The Single-Handed Eliminations
were beld at Coast Guard this past
"Weekend, in which Peter Eastman ,
'89, Bob Puffer, '92, and David
Ryden, '90, all sailed Lasers. Eastman had a seventh place finish,
while Puffergotaninth. Ryden was
the only one to qualify, based on his
outstanding third place result.
.The Women's Single-Handeds,
held at MIT in Techs, was sailed by
Jen Coolidge, '91, Caroline Ulan.der, '92, and Alex Davis, '89.
Qualifying for the second day of
racing, Ulander ended up with a
seventh place finish, and Coolidge
with a ninth place. Davis missed
qualifying by two points,
"Being my firstregatta, I was psy-

ched to have done as well as I did,"
Davis said. " Overall, the three of us
were pleased."
Another qualifier, the Sloop
Eliminations at Coast Guard, was
sailed by co-captains Eastman and
Ward Blodgett, '89, and Brad Carpenter, '89. Driving the boat to a
third place finish, Eastman and his
crew qualified for the New England
Championships.
"We make quite a team," Carpenter said.
Hopefully, they will go on to duplicate last year's performance.
At Yale, lames Appel, '89, and
Elizabeth Edge, '90, won third
place in A division of the Southern
Schell Qualifier. Alex Smith, '91,
and crew sailed B division, claiming second place. Guaranteeing
CONN a spot at the Schell Trophy,
they ended up with second overall.

•

Intramural Update
by Jason Stewart
The College Voice

If you have become tired of seeing the
Patriots get undressed on the field each
week. or hearing John Madden scream
"WHAPI" at the top of his lungs the
place to be is Chapel Field.

Footballwas played this week,not on
NBCorABC,butonafieldsituaredbetween Knowlton Dormitory and WilIiams Street The games were eermarked with tight defenses, strong
running attacks, and potent aerial 85saults. The competition was fierce and
the players intense. This was the second week of CONN ACI10N Flag

Game status for their winning effort.
Tuesday afternoon Bryan Lamont of
Burdick ran in a third quarter touchdown against Hit or be Hit for the only
score of the game. Needless to say
Lamont received POG status.
For the second straight week Erik
Mallon, '89, has led Trinity Stinks to
victory in I. 21-0 thrashing of Park.
Mallon had one touchdown and threw
for two more in his own fI(X} style.
This has raised his season totals to four
touchdowns
and four touchdown
passes. KevinBeUavance, '89,hadone
interception and was named Defensive

•

Player of the Game.

Football.
It all started Sunday ( 9/18/88) when
the T-Meo, lead by Chris Cook, '89,
beat Burdick 14-0. Cook had four

started Monday (9/19/88) where JJ.

interceptions and threw two touchdown
passes to Rob Cardeiro, '90, for the
victory. Cook was named player of the

Gilberg, '89, scored two goals en route
to a victory for Trinity Stinks and Man
of the Match (MOM) honors. Mark

game (POG).

Ockert converted one penalty kick and

Mike Moccia, '89, threw two touchdown passes including a third quarter
tie breaking toss to Ed Reker, '90, to
give Harkness a win over Lambdin, 14-

missed another as Burdick succumbed
2-1.
The second match pitted an experiencedLarrahee team against Hamilton.

7. DougStewan,'90,addedthreesacks
to help seal the win. The entire Hark-

MOM status with two goals a piece as

ness team was awarded Player of the

they walked over Hamilton 5-0.

This was the fast week of competition
play for 6-aside soccer. The matches

Cook and Trevor Spain, '90, shared

,
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Cross Country Falls
to Wesleyan, Coast Guam
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Tbe Connecticut College men's
cross-country team meed against
New England
powerhouses,
Wesleyan University and the
United States Coast Guard Acad~
emy, on Saturday, Seplember 17 at
Wesleyan,
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Women's Tennis Squad Defeats
Clark, University of Rhode Island
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"I .

.
. ed team
18 a very mexpenenc .
playing very well, these girls are
fighters and that's what it lakes,"
said Sheryl Yeary, coach of the
Conn.ecticut College women's

!

tenms team.
CONN apparently does have
what it lakes, as the Camels
opened their season with two victories last week, 6-3 over Clark
Univ.ersity'and 5-4 over the Urnf RhOO I land
versny 0
e s.
Captain Sarah Hurst, '91, who
renirns to the team after an undefeated freshman season, contributed wins against both schools to
taise her record at CONN 1024-0

in dual play.
The number-one doubles team
of Hurst and Karin Melkonian,
'90, defeated their opponents at
Clark as did freshmen Christina
Casson and Suzanne Larson.
'We did very well in the top part
of the singles line-up. For their
first time out, the doubles teams
also looked strong. We have some
good combinations out there,"
Yeary said.
The victory over-URI demanded
more of a strugg Ie, however. After
the six singles matches, CONN
was down 2-4. The Camels needed
wins in ~1 three doubles matches
[or a victory.

Women's Volleyball Comes away
Empty Handed at NESCAC Meet
by Chris Brec:ke and Rick Denton
The College Yoke
.

On Saturday, September 17, the
Connecticut College women's
volleyball team faced stiff competition in the NESCAC tournament
and came. away empty handed.
. Confusion was the Camels downfall in their loses to Wesleyan,
Amherst, Hamilton and Bowdoin.
"Playing in our first games of the
'season our team lacked the level of
concentration that we needed in
order 10 win," Joelle Patten, '89,
said.
The results of the tournament
had Wesleyan winning followed
by Bowdoin, Amberst, Hamilton,
and CONN. Despite these loses ,
the team feels that with the season
under way their play can only
improve.
''The team showed potential and
unity, but we were unable to put
the games away," said Too Cochran, bead coach of the women's
volleyball team.
The volleyball team had hoped
10 bounce hack against its New
London rival, the Coast Guard
Academy. But in a tense match,

CONN played strongly, and lost
three games 10two in a five game
match.
~ The Camels, using a new style
of offense, were able 10 play at
the same level as the highly improved Coast Guard squad.
"We played the best volleyball
of my four years at Connecticut
College," co-captain Monique
Casanova, '89, said.
Monique Casanova, playing
setter for the first time, had an
outstanding game. She rose to the
occasion and faced the challenge
of a new position.
"Monique's ability 10 set allowed us 10fight the Coast Guard
for every point," Patten said.
Other outstanding players in
the Coast Guard match were
Lynda Szymanski, '91, and Nicole Casanova, '91. Their play
was intense and exemplified the
effort of the team.
The Camels went on the road
10 face Trinity last Saturday the
24th and hope 10 avenge last
year's loss. The team plans to
playas tough as it did against
Coast Guard.

CONN-COAST GUARD MEN'S SOCCER HISTORY
1982 CONN 3, Coast Guard 1
1983 Coast Guard 2, CONN 1
1984 CONN 1, Coast Guard 0

1985CONN 2, Coast Guard 0
1986Coast Guard 2, CONN 0
1987Coast Guard 2, CONN 1

1988 CONN 3, Coast Guard 1

"It was an amazing comeback, a
strong-willed performance by the
team" said Y
noting that
'
eary,
number-six singles player Natalie
Rubel's '91 win kepi CONN in
the match. '
"In general they were two very
good matches. Both URI and Clark

are very competitive, comparable
teams and we had 10 play well,"
Yeary said
After jumping 10a 2-0 start, the
Camels face lOughNESCAC competition in their upcoming matches
against Trinity and Bates.
"We have to play even better
against these teams. Iwould absolutely love 10beat them and Ithink
we can .. Yeary said.
'

According 10Coach Jim Buder,
it was not an easy meet to start off
.
with since both Wesleyan and
Coast Guard reside in the upper
ecbelon of New England running
teams.
Wesleyan's Peter Knight raced
10a first placefinish in 25:36 on the
4.89 milecourseand ledhis team 10
a 25-30.85 win over Coast Guard
and CONN respectively.
CONN's first finisher was Andrew Builder,'9l, whoplaced 17th
with a time of 27:27, followed
closely by freshman teammates
Matt DesJardins (27:42) and Ian
Johnston(27:43),who
finished
19th and 20th respectively.
Other varsity finishers included
first-year senior Ian Anderson
(25th, 28:40), who is also a memberof CONN's varsity swim and
track teams, and freshmen Peter

Jemtings (29th, 28:51), Jeff Williams (35th, 30:03), and Bill
Grundy (42nd, 31:03).
Except for Builder, the course
was the longest that anyone on the
squad had ever raced. In addition,
six members on the team were
unable to run for various reasons.

In discussing the race itself, Butler was pleased with the Camels'
ability 10 run together and 10 help
each other during the race.
"Our 1-5 split was 1:24, and our
goal of 1:30 was achieved," Buder
said. "Now we have 10 improve.
We wantlO lake those first five men
and move them as a group closer to
the packs of other teams."
Grundy was highly commended
for his effort, for he showed the
most improvement in the two
weeks since the squad' s first time
'trial and was able 10 ftnish a lot
closer to Builder, CONN's first
man.
The Camels are looking forward
10the remainder of the season with
unremitting enthusiasm, and they
plan 10 use the WesleyanlCoast
Guard meet as a building block
from which 10 improve both as
individualsand

as a team.
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The Connecticut College men's
soccer team opened its season with
a pair of victories over Tufts and
The Coast Guard Academy. The
wins marked the first time the team
has won its first two games since
the 1985 season. That year CONN
finished with a 13-3 record.
This year's edition bears a resemblance to the team of '85.
There is a good blend of quality,
experienced veterans and talented
freshmen. Two of the freshmen on
that '85 team were instrumental in
CONN'sviclOriesthisweek. Todd
Taplin,'89, had 2 goals and 2 assists and Jeff Geddes,'89, had 3
goals,
In the season opener against
Tufts 0(1 Saturday, the Camels
dominated theJumbos, winning 4I. Geddes led the .cONN attack

game is very big," Taplin said "It
forces the opponent to open up.
Tbey can't afford to double team
Jeff Geddes and I. They need the
offense."
The Coast Guard did open up
their offense, but were held scoreless until late when the game was
already out of reach. Junior Joe
Carbe led the defense, playing an
excellent game.
Early in the second half CONN
would scored as a result of another
Smith comer kick. This time Ed
Schauster ,'90, headed the kick on
to Pat Violette, '89, who finished
the play by putting it behind Coast
Guard gualie Jerry Woloszysky.
Geddes finished the scoring for the
Camels in the second half on a pass
from Taplin 10make the SCore3-0.
Coast Guard Academy scored late
in the game for the 3-1 final.
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